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What is Gregorian chant, and where does it come from? What purpose does it serve, and how
did it take on the form and features which make it instantly recognizable? Designed to guide
students through this key topic, this book answers these questions and many more. David Hiley
describes the church services in which chant is performed, takes the reader through the
church year, explains what Latin texts were used, and, taking Worcester Cathedral as an
example, describes the buildings in which it was sung. The history of chant is traced from its
beginnings in the early centuries of Christianity, through the Middle Ages, the revisions in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the restoration in the nineteenth and twentieth. Using
numerous music examples, the book shows how chants are made and how they were notated.
An indispensable guide for all those interested in the fascinating world of Gregorian chant.
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Colton Martin, “Great resource for the music scholar/student; interesting read for history buffs!.
A fantastic primary resource for scholars of chant, music history, medieval studies, etc. David
Hiley is a leading expert in Gregorian chant and early music in today's circles. His larger work,
"Western Plainchant: A Handbook," are must-haves for any serious student of early music.”

Robert Crosby, “Gregorian Chant. In the fall of 2009 I remember a voice from the street in
Volpaia, Tuscany calling to me, " You must come to the Chiesa (di San Lorenzo) now!". Being a
village of 52 citizens, it was but a stone's throw from our rental home to the Chiesa. Soon, in
awe, I listened to scholars singing from ancient texts of Gregorian chants. Having experienced
Gregorian Mass several times it felt as though we were at the source of that beauty in this
centuries-old church in this medieval place.One of the scholars was Dr. David Hiley. His picture
is in my book on " Medieval Volpaia" standing in the center of a group of 3 scholars.As a
layman, but with a music minor in College, I find this scholarly, well-written, and therefore easy
to read. This history enlightens the evolution and variations of the Gregorian chant as it
provides information on the various contexts in which this form developed.The illustrations and
the text surrounding them will be welcomed by scholars of this music and for other historians
Hiley's music-centered perspective will surely be broadening. For instance, his treatment of
Gregory I ( "the Great") separates legend from fact and is woven throughout the book.But,
again, I am a layman.  As such I say, " Thank you David Hiley"”

Gilberto dos Santos Agostinho Filho, “Five Stars. My mom loved it :-)”

E. L. Wisty, “An introduction, but a good one. As the title might suggest, this is an introductory
work but a very good one at that, and there is much of value herein even to a musical illiterate
such as myself. Broadly the work divides into four sections, respectively considering the
structure of the Mass and Divine Office, the rise of what we call "Gregorian" chant (and some
discussion of other now defunct forms of chant), later developments of the medieval period,



and manuscript notation of chant. Good further reading sections are supplied along with a
lengthier bibliography.”

Sr Avril Landay, “David Hiley, Gregorian Chant. This is a useful, well-written book but the copy I
received seems to have been a photocopy, which is why I gave it only 4 stars. I was expecting
an ordinary printed copy.It came within the delivery period  and in good condition.”

Max Belli, “Il miglior modo per accostarsi al gregoriano. Per me questa è un’ottima introduzione
al gregoriano. È strano ma in lingua italiana non vi sono molti libri del genere e quelli fatti bene
sono pure difficili da reperire. Non resta che rivolgerci ad introduzioni come questa che è
corredata anche di una ricca bibliografia.”

Alessandro, “D. Hiley - Gregorian Chant. Un agile ma completo manuale introduttivo al Canto
gregoriano e alla sua storia, secondo la consueta ottica razionalistica della scuola
anglosassone, che permette di orientarsi in tale disciplina con metodo e sicurezza. Numerose
informazioni bibliografiche fanno da complemento all'opera, che si configura quindi come un
vero e proprio "portale" di accesso a tutti i versanti di studio e di analisi del Canto gregoriano.”

MOISES RAMON SANCHEZ MI, “More than expected. I have read quite a lot about the subject
and in this book I have found new and different aspects.”

The book by David Hiley has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 19 people have provided feedback.
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